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Seeing numbers
Interpretations of dream images and urban uncertainty1
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This article explores the interpretive and divinatory practices and strategies used in the South African street-based lottery game
fafi. The game, run by the Chinese community in South Africa and played predominantly by low-income black South Africans,
utilizes a set of images and divinatory practices, particularly dream interpretation. The article analyzes the practices and history
of fafi, alongside the financial and interpretive stakes of the gambling game, to understand contemporary orientations towards
the future and uncertainty. Dreaming—learning how to dream and how to interpret dream images—as a gambling skill is un-
derstood in relation to traditional healing and diagnostic practices in South Africa. In the context of shifting urban landscapes,
the piece argues that “the future” has become an entity to get ahead of rather than a projected goal or destination one hopes for.
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As life becomes more subject to administrative norms, people must learn to wait more. Games of chance possess the great charm

of freeing people from having to wait.

—Walter Benjamin [D10a, 2] The Arcades Project

Always she would catch the [fafi] man. I would have introduced you to her and she would have taught you how to win. You

would play with her, because that is the only way to learn, and you would win. I really respected her, my mother-in-law, because

she would win.

—Sifiso, a taxi driver in Johannesburg

On the edge of a park in Jeppestown, Johannesburg,
an older woman called Gogo would sit waiting to sell
cooked corn and other small snacks to the neighbor-
hood and to those who passed through on their way to
different parts of the city. Her presence was a constant
on my daily path to observe the factories, shops, occu-
pied buildings, and the nearbyWolhuter workers’ hostel
that were the focus of my research in Jeppestown from
May 2016 to November 2017.2 Gogo often provided my

first conversation of the day. We discussed neighbor-
hood events and the transformations taking place in this
part of Johannesburg. Jeppestown had been slotted for a
number of private and municipal projects that were part
of a new spatial development framework. This frame-
work aimed to guide the redevelopment of the post-
apartheid city into a world-class African city as outlined
in the Joburg 2040 city plan. The implementation of
many of these development projects, both within and

1. Winner of the 2019 Bennetta Jules-Rosette Graduate Es-
say Award from the Association for Africanist Anthro-
pology at the American Anthropological Association
Meetings.

2. The Wolhuter hostel is one of the oldest workers’ hostels in
Johannesburg. The hostel system was developed to house
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black laborers working in nearby mining and manufactur-
ing companies. Wolhuter hostel, built around 1912, is one
of the few hostels within Johannesburg city lines.
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beyond the spatial development framework, has dis-
rupted and dispossessed Johannesburg residents who
live on the margins of these aspirational plans (Walsh
2013; Wilhelm-Solomon 2016).

Beyond selling snacks and corn, Gogo would take
bets for the two fafi games on either side of the park.
Fafi, also written as fah fee or known as omchina, an
isiZulu word for Chinese, is an illegal lottery game
played throughout urban areas and townships in South
Africa.3 Gogo kept one notebook that tracked the win-
ning numbers of the two fafi games and another that
kept track of the bets she took from other people. Gogo
was my introduction to fafi.

In a quiet corner of the same park, fafi players gather to
place bets and collect their bags twice a day. Players bet
on a number between 1 and 36, all of which correspond
to a particular image. These images oscillate from the
seeminglymundane (shoes, egg, cat, car, and birds flying)
to the more sinister events of urban life (dead woman,
fire, police, thief, and drunk man). Players interpret their
dreams and events that take place during waking hours
through the number scheme, and these interpretations
become wagers in the next game. Gamblers also keep
careful track of the sequence of winning numbers and di-
vine future bets from the number pattern. These strate-
gies are accompanied by an array of charts that aremeant
to aid in pattern interpretation. A mixture of these tech-
niques is used to determine the next “good number”—a
phrase used frequently by experienced fafi players to de-
note a number that would be “pulled” as a winning num-
ber in the near future.

The precise origin of the gambling game is unknown,
but it has ties to the Chinese community in SouthAfrica,
and these ties are rumored to have connections to the
Chinese mafia in Johannesburg. The game likely began
in the early 1900s, with the first large wave of Chinese
migrants who worked as indentured laborers in the gold
mines, and it is clear that by the 1930s the gambling
game and its networks were well established. The large
trucks with bulletproof windows that drive to each fafi
game, always located in public spaces, are all driven by
Chinese South Africans or more recent Chinese mi-

grants (Louw 2019). Two people to a truck, they drive
fixed routes to deliver the winning fafi number—the
“pull”—to the gamblers who have assembled at “banks”—
the term used for these gambling spots. These men,
and occasionally women, who deliver the winning num-
ber, pay out winnings, and collect losing bets are known
as the “fafi man.”

After the winning number is announced through a
hand gesture, gamblers who placed winning bets receive
their winning bags. The “runner”—the person desig-
nated by the fafiman to run the game at each of the dif-
ferent fafi banks—knows most of the players’ betting
bags by heart, so he rarely calls them out and instead
hands them back quickly to the regular gamblers. Win-
nings distributed, and lost bets collected, the small
crowd disperses to bet again another day. These gather-
ings form and dissipate twice a day on street corners,
at parks, and in other public spaces throughout South
Africa.

Over time, I began askingGogomore andmore about
her notebooks and what it was she seemed to be selling
to people—to whom she gave receipts but nothing else.
Fafi and all its intricacies began to emerge—a lottery
game of numbers, dreams, and interpretation. Betting
was the only way to engage in the game, so I had to dis-
close my dreams, pick my numbers, and place my bets.
One must publicize one’s own dreams and interpreta-
tions of the numbers in order to begin to understand the
game and the practices that surround it.

The mechanics of the game are simple. Fafi is a lot-
tery with thirty-six possible numbers. One number is
selected at each pull. For every one Rand bet, winners
receive twenty-eight Rand in return. What is complex
about the game are the practices that surround it: the
way people pick numbers to bet upon; the site where
the gambling takes place; the placing of bets; and the re-
lationship between gamblers and those who run fafi.
Each of the thirty-six numbers corresponds to a partic-
ular image or figure, and each number also has a “part-
ner number”—meaning that if you have a good feeling
about playing the number 28, which corresponds to
shoes, you are encouraged to also bet on number 28’s
partner number, 30, which corresponds to the image
of the priest (see fig. 1). Numbers, their relations to
one another, and their correspondence to different im-
ages make up the cosmology of the fafi game. Within
this web of meaning, there are a set of strategies de-
ployed to divine what number, or numbers, one should
bet on next. Themost common, andmost often discussed,

3. I choose the spelling fafi instead of fah fee because it is
more in line with the vernacular spelling of the word.
Most academic publications have chosen to write the
word as fah fee, but popular media and municipal reports
have spelled it as fafi. Stephen Louw (2017) includes “iFafi,
Mochaena, iChina, or umshayina” as other alternatives.
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strategy is the interpretation of dreams as well as scenes
from waking life. The thirty-six numbers correlate to
thirty-six unique images, but each number also corre-
sponds to a body part—as seen in the diagrams in Figure 1.

Dream images are transformed into numbers through
interpretations using these charts—a process in my ex-
perience that is at once straightforward but also entan-
gled with cultural, political, and moral assumptions. For
example, I once dreamed of a dozen eggs in a bathtub
andwas told to bet on number 10 for eggs aswell as num-
ber 29 for small water. On a later occasion, I was talking
with several older, female fafi players when a young
woman told them that she had dreamed about sex toys
the night before; she was encouraged to play number 15,
the number for prostitutes. Every thing or event has the
potential to be interpreted through the fafi number
schemes. Phrased differently, every thing or event has
the potential to be interpreted like a dream—a message
sent by spiritual forces or a data point that may give you
extra guidance inunderstandingwhat comesnext (Janzen

1991; Thorton2009;Mokgethi 2018;Wilhelm-Solomon,
Zulu, andWorby 2016).

One Sunday, at the park where the fafi game was
played, I sat watching a large Ngoma dance competition
(Janzen 1991; Meintjes 2017). One of the women who
placed fafi bets with Gogo and knew I had become inter-
ested in the game grabbed me by the arm and pointed to
all the people who surrounded us. Then she whispered in
my ear: “Many people. Number 26.” The image before
me, of many men in costumes and many more seated
or standing to watch the performance, was to be inter-
preted as a sign that should be considered when I bet
the following day.

Gogo would, on occasion, interpret dreams or clarify
what image a particular numberwas associatedwith, but
more often than not, people would only come, place
their bets, take a handwritten receipt—no more than
the number bet upon and the amount they had bet—
and continue their commute or errands. At an earlier pe-
riod, dream interpretation would be the job of a sangoma,

Figure 1: The number chart (left) is based on information that fafi players shared with me. The chart lists the fafi numbers, the

image attached to each number, and the partner number in parentheses. Similar charts can be found online, but in my ob-

servations, all of the experienced fafi players I met memorized the numbers, the images they corresponded to, and their partner

numbers. The body chart (right) is a redrawing from my fieldnotes. It is a copy I made from one of the fafi players. The fafi

player’s chart had been xeroxed from another player’s copy. Like the game itself, the origin of this chart is unknown. But similar

to the number chart, many fafi players are familiar with which numbers correlate to certain parts of the body.
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a traditional Zulu healer and herbalist, but today dreams
and experiences are interpreted collectively by the gam-
blers, usually at the fafi bank.4 Researching in the 1960s
and 1970s, du Toit wrote that: “When a person dreams
he goes to the sangoma for an interpretation of his noctur-
nal visions and this decides the number he should bet and
may also influence the amount he bets” (1971: 58–59). Al-
though sangomas are still prevalent in Jeppestown—you
will occasionally see a young sangoma in training walk-
ing down the street with her face painted red—they are
notas frequently consulted today for fafi.Dreamsaredis-
cussedat the fafibankalongsidea series of charts and lists
of numbers that aid in the interpretation. Rather than a
purely personal connection to one’s individual dream
done in consultation with an expert interpreter, dream
interpretation and divining the winning number have
become a collaborative practice. Dreams and patterns
are shared as a means to finding the next winning num-
ber, or of adding assurance to someone else’s claim that
a certain number is in fact a “good number.”

In this article, I focus on what it means to interpret
dreams and waking life as well as historical, political,
and geographical shifts. I examine fafi, and the divinatory
strategies players use to predict the nextwinning number,
to explore the connections between speculative gambling
practices and theways inwhich Johannesburg, as a city, is
being redeveloped and reconceptualized through another
kind of speculation—namely through speculative devel-
opment projects that aim to render Johannesburg as a
“world-class” city.

The structure of the postapartheid city is being re-
imagined and new plans for the future are being drawn
up by government officials and private developers. These
two parties read the patterns of the city and speculate
on which buildings and parts of the city should be force-
fully evacuated, bought up, and redeveloped. What does
it mean to interpret redevelopment of a city, a modernist
dream, through the cosmology and structure of fafi?
What does it tell us about urban development practices
in South Africa or Africa more broadly? I argue that
the structure of the pure lottery and the divinatory strat-
egies used by gamblers in fafi allow us to think differ-

ently about the distinctions between insider and outsider
knowledge within speculative practices. Fafi also enables
a way of thinking the role of dreams within the city oth-
erwise—within both a local and cultural setting, as well
as a globalized one (Benjamin 1978; Buck-Morss 1995;
Mokgethi 2018). Fafi is a set of practices and relations
that enables an understanding of shifting orientations to-
wards the future in the face of a very uncertain urban
landscape. It offers an alternative view of how one reads
the city and how one interprets its shifts.

Detlev Krige writes of fafi and speculation: “Specula-
tive accumulation—that is earning an income through
participation in games of chance and conceiving of
gambling as ‘business’ and ‘work’—is not a recent phe-
nomenon for those operating at the margins of the
state-sanctioned formal economy” (2011: 5). Krige ar-
gues that the speculation of fafi players is not dissimilar
to the speculative practices of financial capitalism—

both accumulate through “everyday risk-taking” and
operate beyond the scope of the state. He points out that
the economic strategies of the periphery and the center
are not so distinct from one another (2011: 20–21).
Louw (2017), critical of this analysis, argues that under-
standing fafi as a reasonable way to make an income or
subsidize a household, however small, misunderstands
the gamblers’ odds. He writes: “Clearly it pays to be a
[fafiman, the person running the game], [but] attempts
to portray [fafi] as a viable accumulation strategy for
poor people are far-fetched to say the least” (2017: 14).
Unlike similar number-based lottery games played and
run by black communities in the United States—most
notably the numbers game played within Detroit and
its surrounding areas—where money is recirculated in
the same communities that are gambling, money lost
gambling in fafi games rarely finds its way back into
the pockets of black South African gamblers.5

4. I use the anglicized sangoma/sangomas throughout the
text rather than the isiZulu isangoma/izangoma for clearer
readability to an English-speaking audience. Themore pop-
ular anglicized term muthi, which will be discussed later
in the article, is also used rather than the isiZulu imithi.

5. The numbers game, played in Detroit, has a complex cos-
mology of numbers and divinatory strategies, with some
striking overlaps to how fafi numbers are selected. Dream
books and numerology guides (e.g., The Red Devil guide
book) are used to pick bets for the numbers game, and
these guide books continue to be published each year. De-
spite these similarities there are no explicit ties between
fafi and the numbers game. A memoir by Bridgett Davis
(2019) follows her experience as the daughter of Fannie
Davis—a young woman who ran one of the Detroit num-
bers game banks in the 1960s and 1970s.
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In a later article, Louw writes that for the fafiman and
the broader Chinese immigrant population in South Af-
rica, the game “provided an illicit accumulation strategy,
which allowed entrepreneurial Chinese immigrants to
survive at themargins of a discriminatory racial-capitalist
order and negotiate some of the myriad social controls
and restrictions and growing anti-Asian sentiment that
shaped daily life” (2019: 50). The Chinese community
in South Africa, encompassing South African-born Chi-
nese and distinct waves of immigrants from China and
Taiwan, benefited economically, sometimes moving hor-
izontally into the formal economy (Louw 2019). But
whether or not fafi is an economically viable way of mak-
ing a living for gamblers, many people still gamble. The
game persists despite its dismal odds. As Geertz says in
his famous analysis of gambling on Balinese cock fights:
“It is not, as I have said, of no importance,” but “so far as
money is concerned, the explicitly expressed attitude to-
ward it is that it is a secondary matter” (1973: 440). In
fafi, people rarely discuss specific amounts won; rather,
what is repeated and deemed important is one’s capacity
to get ahead of the fafi man by divining the winning
numbers. Although people hope to make money off of
the game, they are more interested in catching up to the
fafi man and divining the near future.

Fafi, as a historically contextualized game and form
of gambling, exemplifies a contemporary orientation to-
wards temporality, space, and value in South Africa, an
orientation that can be uniquely understood through
the histories of speculation and precarity exemplified in
Jeppestown.Thegameof fafiopensupawayof livingwith
chance and uncertainty that characterizes the current
moment for South Africa’s marginalized communities.
Poor black South Africans, particularly in urban areas,
are looking for new ways to make futures for them-
selves—to get ahead of the futures being created by
those who wield greater power. Fafi, via the practices of
interpretation and communities that accompany it, de-
picts a certain logic that opens up a new way of under-
standing urban transformation and the precarious lives
and uncertainties that accompany it.

Speculating the city

Jeppestown has been through a series of urban planning
rejuvenation projects and is currently slotted to undergo
private and municipal redevelopment for housing and
public space. This is not the first time the area has been
reimagined at the fulcrum of private and government

development plans. Jeppestown was founded in 1886,
shortly after the discovery of gold, by the Jeppe & Ford
Company as a residential neighborhood for gold miners
flocking to the boomtown of Johannesburg. The neigh-
borhood shifted from residential to industrial in the
1930s and then from industrial to run-down by the end
of the 1980s—as the country neared the end of apartheid
andmany nervous white factory owners abandoned their
warehouse buildings. Since the area’s founding, Jeppes-
town, its planning and the social and economic activities
it contains, has been amirror to the larger social and eco-
nomic phenomena of the city and the nation: a history of
gold speculation, industrialization, internal and interna-
tional migration for work, segregation, failed develop-
ment, and broken promises for a more equal future.

Developed at the turn of the twentieth century to offer
more permanent housing and replace informal mining
camps, Jeppestown blossomed quickly into an established
residential area: “Jeppe stands unrivalled; its dwellings are
compact and comfortable and its roads are things of
beauty. It boasts two public parks; it is graced with a rail-
way station; it has been endowed with a post office” (The
Standard and Digger News, January 1897). Another arti-
cle describes early Jeppestown as “being a neat little
suburb on the outskirts of the town proper, and inmany
respects it developed the characteristics of a separate
village in its first 10 years of existence” (The Star, Sep-
tember 1, 1984). Early Jeppestown, in many ways, re-
sembles a model of urban planning not dissimilar to
the current Spatial Development Framework (SDF), the
document that guides all new development projects in
the city. The document describes the Joburg 2040 pro-
ject’s approach to reorganizing the city as an attempt to
create self-sufficient corridors where people live, work,
and have access to transportation.

The success of Jeppestown as a residential area, ac-
cording to prominent historiography of the city, was
short lived. “Unfortunately, history did not favour Jeppe,
for shortly one was to witness the upsurge of interest in
Parktown. . . . Another factor which militated against
the suburb’s attraction was the early transformation of
City and Suburban and Wolhuter from residential to in-
dustrial uses” (The Star, September 1, 1984). Around 1930,
because of its proximity to lines of transportation, rail-
ways, and well-placed roads, Jeppestown transitioned
into a well-positioned industrial area.

The redevelopment of Jeppestown as an industrial
and manufacturing sector of the city in the 1930s and
1940s reverberated in the development and expansion
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of Soweto, a black township to the southwest of Johan-
nesburg (Beavon 2004). Jeppestown’s industrial history,
as well as its early development for middle-class gold
miners, is tied to a demand for black labor. Conflict over
housing in and nearby the city to support black laborers
increased in themid-twentieth century—a time inwhich
the policing and legislating of Johannesburg as a white
city began to intensify.

Throughout apartheid, only white South Africans
could legally reside within the city. All black, coloured,
and Asian South Africans were relocated to peripheral
townships andwere required to commute long distances
into the city. These SouthAfricansmade the citywork—
producing its goods, cleaning its houses, raising its chil-
dren, and constructing its buildings. Passbooks were
required to move in and out of the city and curfews de-
termined when those without the appropriate papers
had to return to the ethnically segregated townships.

This tension between a city that relied on a blackwork-
ing population but denied them housing within the city
has a long and complex legacy in South Africa. Since
the discovery of gold in 1886, Johannesburg has been
imagined as a site of potential wealth and a place full of
opportunities for work. With the promise of wealth
and work, housing for hopeful earners emerged early as
a chronic issue—mining camps being the earliest mani-
festation of the tension between a promise of work and
the lack of infrastructure to house migrants. Early mi-
grants flocked to the boomtown that was Johannesburg
in the hopes of making a fortune in the gold mines. As
the city developed, a mirror of a modern European city,
a division between awhite citizen class and amostly black
(but also coloured andAsian)working class was built into
the structure of the city, which divided people before seg-
regation was legally enforced.

In the 1940s and 1950s, the government implemented
forced removals throughout Johannesburg that relocated
South Africans to townships corresponding to apartheid
racial classifications. Work hostels were built to house
black South Africans who worked in the city in mining
andmanufacturing but informal lodgings were also com-
mon. Early work hostels like the Wolhuter hostel in
Jeppestown, built in the 1910s and 1920s, were within
the city parameters, but after a string of apartheid legisla-
tion (e.g., the Population Registration Act of 1950, the
Reservation of Separate Amenities Act of 1953, the Pro-
hibition of Mixed Marriages Act of 1949, and, most spe-
cifically, the Group Areas Act of 1950), white residents
forced municipal and private hostels to be built in town-

ships outside of city lines. These acts were implemented
as an attempt to create the illusion of an all-white city
and South African nation.

Jeppestown is unique in this configuration. As an
early residential area that was rezoned as an industrial
area before formalized apartheid, Jeppestown was a grey
zone. Informal housing eluded apartheid regulations in
Jeppestown, and many Indian-run native shops were
able to be maintained and quietly occupied as homes
behind the façade of the front shop (Birberick 2018).
Jeppestown also had two of the early work hostels—
WolhuterHostel andKwaMaiMai—built before hostels
were barred from the city, and this added to the unique
configuration of the industrial area, which also served as
a residential area for populations otherwise excluded
from the city.

Beginning around the 1980s, as factories and indus-
trial spaces in Jeppestown and surrounding areas were
abandoned, black South Africans flocked to the city
and turned these abandoned warehouses into shared
living spaces—informal apartment buildings (Wilhelm-
Solomon 2016). Not long after these informal spaces
were established, a narrative of redevelopment began to
emerge. Newspaper articles that range a span of twenty-
five years have, from the early 1980s to the mid-2000s, re-
marked on the rejuvenation or redevelopment of the
area: “Project aims to remove crime and grime in Jeppe”
(The Star, June 19, 2000): “Reclaiming the former glory
of Jeppestown” (The Star, November 10, 2014); “Jeppes-
town revival a sign of confidence” (The Star, November 9,
2005). The beginning of these narratives of rejuvenation
paralleled the movement of white residence out of the
suburb and an influx of black South Africans coming
from townships and rural areas. Every five or ten years,
a new set of projects to redevelop the area emerge.

In many ways, Jeppestown is, and has always been,
a border zone—located on the edge of the inner city
and the edge of what are now mine dumps. The area is
also incredibly heterogeneous: a large Zulu population
makes up one of the men’s worker hostels; there is a
sizable Indian South African population comprised of
many shop owners who, after evading apartheid reloca-
tion, have been in the area since the 1930s; newmigrants
from the African continent make up a large proportion
of Jeppestown’s postapartheid population; white factory
owners and workers from townships commute every
day to their jobs in Jeppestown’s remaining factories;
and a new privately gentrified arts district, Maboneng,
exists just a few blocks north (Nevin 2014; Oloukoï and
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Guinard 2016; Wilhelm-Solomon 2016). In this way,
the neighborhood holds a mirror up to Johannesburg
again—a mirror that intensifies the problems of xeno-
phobia, structural violence, and stark inequality that
wealthy or more homogeneous parts of the city veil.
Jeppestown is a kaleidoscope where these distinctions
exist side by side, and at times melt into one another.

Maboneng, the precinct that borders Jeppestown, was
gentrified by a private developer, dislocating people liv-
ing informally in the run-down buildings. The precinct
was redeveloped as a trendy space full of restaurants,
unique shops, sleek apartments, and artist studios
(Nevin 2014). The development of Maboneng height-
ened claims by city officials and private developers that
redeveloping Jeppestown and surrounding areas would
alleviate housing issues in the inner city and produce new
wealth. However, Maboneng and these claims sparked
contention throughout Jeppestown and the bordering
neighborhood, New Doornfontein (Walsh 2013; Wilhelm-
Solomon 2016). Walsh writes that “an occupied building
[on the edge of Maboneng] had its entire residents evicted
in the ongoing gentrification of the area. With mattresses
and belongings strewn across the streets people did the
best they could to survive the elements, clearly with no-
where else to go” (2013: 408). Anxiety arising from evic-
tions, violence, and uncertainty pervades the Jeppestown
neighborhood as new development plans continue to be
revealed.

There are remnants of the apartheid fantasy in the re-
development plans, both private and municipal, that cir-
culate about Jeppestown in the Joburg 2040 project—the
fantasy of keeping its black working class invisible has
been transformed into a fantasy of formalizing and gen-
trifying the informally inhabited buildings and derelict
factories into a “world-class African city.” Today, the city
is not legally divided along apartheid regulations, but divi-
sions still exist, and these new lines of inequality have be-
come more complicated and less easily identifiable. Early
work hostels, like the all-maleWolhuter hostel near the fafi
bank, have swelled, and informal housing has become a
significant problem and a safety hazard for those living
in informal buildings.Migrants from South Africa and be-
yond its borders continue to arrive with the aim ofmaking
a living in Johannesburg, while at the same time a lack of
housing and well-paying jobs continues to plague the city.

The city’s new SDF openly acknowledges the rem-
nants of this inequality:

“Spatial inequality remains a defining characteristic
of the settlement pattern of Johannesburg. The location

and concentration of jobs does not match that of where
people live. This job–housing mismatch significantly
contributes to inequality in the city as—for many resi-
dents—access to economic opportunities is stifled by
costly and distant commuting” (SDF).

But these same developers fail to see how the projects
that are implemented or put forward inadequately ad-
dress these issues.6 They fail to see the repetition of cer-
tain patterns that begin to resemble a history of spatial
inequality that they claim to be working to alleviate. “As
Johannesburg demonstrates, the unconscious of a city is
made up of different layers of historical time superim-
posed on one another, different architectural strata or res-
idues from earlier times. In times of transition, these lay-
ers and strata become elusive and precarious” (Mbembe
2008: 64). Fafi, as a way of interpreting the city—its
dreamworlds and waking life—does not attempt to pin
down or trace these “elusive and precarious” shifts, those
that echo “earlier times.” Fafi is predicated on “how un-
certainty critically shapes ways of knowing and being”
in Johannesburg, and the country more broadly (Cooper
and Pratten 2015: 1).

Playing the game

My early betting with Gogo was fruitless. I would bet in
themorning, return at lunch to hear themorning “pull,”
and would always be told that I had lost. At times, Gogo
would say to me, “What a shame. Your number was
pulled at the other fafi bank across the park. It’s a ‘good
number.’ You should keep playing.” This went on for
weeks before I spoke to two women, Yolanda andMbali,
who worked in a nearby diner. “They [referring to Gogo
and others who run bags] will never let you win,” Yol-
anda, the owner of the restaurant, told me. “You are a
foreigner and white.” Mbali, a young woman working

6. One of the very parks that is praised in a newspaper profile
on Jeppestown from 1897 (“It boasts two public parks”) is
where the fafi game I observed was played. The city has re-
developed the park sincemy fieldwork took place, and pri-
vate developers fought for the position of custodian of the
park—arguing that they would maintain the park to im-
prove the value of the nearby buildings they hoped to in-
vest in and redevelop. This decision uprooted a multitude
of practices (e.g., dance competitions, hostel meetings, and
Shembe religious gatherings) that had taken place at the
park for decades.
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in the restaurant who would become my gambling part-
ner and good friend, said to me, “The only way to win is
to get a bag.”

Fafi, as an unregulated form of gambling, is illegal,
and the illicit nature of the game adds to its mystery.
The most significant role within the network of fafi,
and the easiest to gain access to, is that of the bag owner.
The fafi man maintains his or her distance—only inter-
acting with the runner and never stepping out of the
truck. Gamblers who have their own bags, bag owners,
will take bets for other gamblers and interpret their
dreams. They will then mark all the bets on the small
pieces of gridded paper distributed by the fafi man. If
another gambler wins while betting in someone else’s
bag, the bag owner will take a portion of the winning.
There is a sense amongst players with bags that this is
their job or even their vocation, and at times they will
rearrange the bets they take from others—spreading
them out amongst the thirty-six possible numbers—to
increase their odds of making money (Krige 2011). Fafi
is an explicit money-making scheme, more successful
for those in control like the fafi man or some gamblers
who own bags than for any of the less committed gam-
blers. To receive a bag is not necessarily difficult, but it
marks you as a regular player and makes certain de-
mands on you—if you do not play regularly, your bag
number is taken away and given to another hopeful
gambler. In exchange for consistency, bag owners re-
ceive small payments each Monday from the fafi man—
a very small percentage of the total amount of money
bet in the bag the week before—and a small gift for
Christmas—usually a bowl and mug. One must consis-
tently play a bag in order to qualify for these gifts and
to be recognized by the fafi man.

Although fafi is often gendered as a female form of
gambling,7 there are, of course, exceptions. On a num-
ber of occasions I was present when a black South Af-
rican man drove his new SUV, donning pressed slacks
and a fresh dress shirt, into Jeppestown to bet several
hundred rand on one number that he felt particularly

confident about. However, I never saw him win. The
fafi bank in Jeppestown that I researched is organized
by Zulu men from the nearbyWolhuter men’s workers’
hostel, and the bank, while I was there, was composed
of an equal mix of male and female gamblers.

I played and observed a fafi game that occurred
twice a day on a corner near Jeppe Park. As mentioned,
this area is dense with fafi games: two different games
occur on either side of the park and the fafi men run
several other games within a mile radius. The particular
game I participated in has taken place at this bank for
many years and has a morning and afternoon “pull.”
The pull is when the winning fafi number is revealed.
The fafi man who drives from spot to spot delivers the
pull. He only approaches the bank—the designated spot
where gamblers have assembled—once the head runner,
the chosen gambler who organizes the other gamblers, is
there waiting.

All bets are made and placed in the fafi bags before
the winning number is announced, and if the player
has bet on the winning number, their fafi bag will be re-
turned with money before the fafi man leaves. The fafi
men take the losing bets and distribute winnings from
the truck immediately after the exchange of fafi bags
for the winning number. As noted above, winners re-
ceive twenty-eight Rand for every one Rand bet. And
this is also where a distinction between having one’s
own bag and betting in another person’s bag matters:
if you win in someone else’s bag, they take 50 percent
of the winnings. You only receive fourteen Rand for
every one Rand bet.

The bag holder will tally up all the bets they receive,
including their own, and mark the final totals on a bet-
ting sheet that will be placed in the fafi bag, which is
given to the fafi man, but not opened, before the pull is
revealed. Bag owners must be careful with their arithme-
tic and bookkeeping. If you do not calculate your betting
sheet correctly, the fafi man, assuming you are trying to
cheat him, will not distribute your winnings, and if you
do not account for what you owe to others whowin using
your bag, disputes break out and people will stop betting
with you.

The losers get their empty bags back after the win-
ners. Winnings and bags distributed, the small crowd
disperses to bet again at the next pull. These gatherings
form and dissipate twice a day, in the morning and early
afternoon, on street corners, at parks, and in other pub-
lic spaces throughout urban and peri-urban parts of
South Africa. The formation and dissipation of these

7. Stephen Louw writes that “players today are dispropor-
tionately female, middle aged and older, from lower in-
come groups, and almost entirely black” (2017: 8). The
image of “black, elderly, working-class women” is often
tied to the image of the domestic worker who would play
fafi on her breaks on the streets of white suburbs.
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groups on streets in Jeppestown and other areas of the
city is striking. Clusters of people write in notebooks
and on small pieces of paper, money is exchanged, and
small leather pouches circulate. However, if not attuned
to certain distinctions or particularly observant that
day, I would miss the ephemeral encounter and these
gestures and transactions would go by unnoticed. Peo-
ple congregate on street corners all over Johannesburg
waiting for minibus taxis—arranging themselves into
a coherent formation that seems incomprehensible to
an outsider. At a certain level, to certain peoples, these
illegal gatherings are completely invisible despite their
public performance.

One afternoon I walked to the corner to prepare my
bets and realized I did not have my bag with me. I had
been granted one a month earlier after consulting the
head runner and convincing him that I would be careful
and calculate my betting sheet correctly. I always left the
bag with Mbali. It made more sense for her to hold it in
case she was able to bet in the morning game, which I
usuallymissed. But on this particular day, the dinerMbali
worked atwas closed and she had stayed home in Soweto.
I had already interpreted my dreams and checked the
pulls I had been tracking for patterns when I approached
Mama kaseBuko, one of the most senior players. She or-
ganizedmost of the other womenwho played at this spot.
Before I could even fully explain to her that I did not have
my bag withme, her younger friend toldme not to worry
and insisted that they lend me a bag to play in. I placed
my bets, and then we waited.

The group that assembles to see the pull varies day
to day, but there are regulars and certain groups of peo-
ple who share information with one another. There is a
standard group of women, children who come to drop
off bags, a group of men from the hostel, and different
people who come on their lunch breaks to play. I al-
ways played with the women and occasionally had con-
versations with certain men from the hostel and others
who traveled to Jeppestown for the fafi pull.

The fafiman pulled around the corner, and the ritual
of exchange was performed. He parked and the second
runner brought the fafi bags to the fafi man—exchang-
ing them for a slip of paper with the winning number
written on it. The second runner glanced at the paper,
walked in front of the truck, in full view of the assembled
gamblers, and performed a gesture that corresponded to
the winning number—19, small girl.

The younger woman turned to me, “Six (cow) and 19
(small girl ), they’re pulling ladies. They pulled 6 earlier,

and now we have 19. Did you win?” she asked. I shook
my head and lingered to wait for the bag, but she smiled
and told me she would collect the bag for me.

Before I could walk back to the shop I was working in,
Phila came to me with a piece of paper (fig. 3). “Here,”
he said, handing it to me. “This is your homework.” On
the back of a grey fafi betting paper were three hand-
written charts: C, S, and SK.

Phila then began showing me how to use the charts.
For example, using the S chart: if 9 wins one day, you
may play 18 a couple of days later (because it is right be-
low 9). But youmight also win at a fafi game somewhere
else and then play its neighboring number at another
game a few days later. It is about a feeling—people feel
good about certain numbers. Phila gave another exam-
ple, again using the S chart: he won with 10 at another
fafi game a couple days ago, so he played 19 here—
and won. I looked at him confused and skeptical, but
he assured me that it works. “It’s a good one. It’s your
homework,” he repeated. I asked him to clarify the
meanings of the names of the charts one last time, but
he just repeated them again to me. Strategy is itself
something that circulates amongst those who play fafi.

Figure 2: Preparing betting sheets and fafi bags. Photo by

S. A. Khumalo.
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Sharing strategies with others is a sign of acceptance
but also a strategy in and of itself.

Phila lives northwest of Jeppestown and walks to
the fafi bank every day, collecting different bags from
friends and playing multiple fafi games along the way.
He plays up to sixteen different bags at the Jeppe Park
game, and the strategies he uses to make his bets draw
on his interpretations of the numbers and images from
across the city. What I took at the time to be a sign of
acceptance by the fafi players, by Phila and the woman
who let me play with her extra bag, can equally be read
as a strategy. There are benefits to having multiple bags
played and to having a group of players who interpret
correctly. It is in the interest of other gamblers for peo-
ple to win—“good numbers” are shared and nobody is
harmed, or no earnings are diminished, by another’s
win. Dreaming and interpreting are done collectively
and can have far-reaching effects on other games. There
is a perceived connection between the games (e.g., cer-
tain numbers being “good numbers” at certain times
can be played or thought to be efficacious at many dif-
ferent fafi games across the city), and one’s personal
dream could have reverberating effects across a number
of games and days. “They’re pulling ladies” is one inter-
pretation, but one could arrive at the winning number,
19 young girl, through various different interpretive

practices—as seen by Phila’s charts. “Good numbers”
are those numbers that seem to come up in multiple in-
terpretative and divinatory strategies.

Complicity and rapport

The figure and event of the gambling game in anthro-
pology, and the role of the anthropologist in relation
to the game—how one gains access, a kind of rapport—
recall the well-known scene of the Balinese cockfight in
Geertz’s Interpretation of cultures. For Geertz, his knowl-
edge of what is “really going on” is dependent on his ca-
pacity to build rapport with his Balinese interlocutors.
Being in conditions his ability to know, and it is only af-
ter acceptance into the Balinese community that he is
able to understand what he will later articulate as a Ba-
linese way of life. But the configuration of the Balinese
way of life as being a singular entity, or even a collection
of coherent scenes, that one can enter and interpret
seems outdated in the contemporary moment of global-
ized media, finances, and mass migration. No culture,
society, nation-state, or community is separated from
the global networks of today—it was perhaps a fiction
that they ever were.

Despite this, Geertz’s examination of the cockfight is
also a close tracking of data and interpretation. I argue
that a return to his interpretation of the cockfight and
gambling does not only show us that gambling practices
tell us something about the societies that contain them,
but it also allows us to consider how peoples simulta-
neously unveil and create the worlds they inhabit inmo-
ments of interpretation. George Marcus suggested that
in the wake of Geertz’s model, anthropologists turn to
the figure of complicity rather than amore common no-
tion of Geertzian rapport as a way of understanding the
dynamics of fieldwork. In the changed scene of the field,
or with the loss of some fiction of separation, “what is
disrupted in the classical anthropological view is the no-
tion that [informants] are ‘other’—that they have an ‘in-
side’ that is distinctly not the fieldworker’s” (Marcus
1997: 103). There is no “inside” and “outside”; rather,
onemust come to understand one’s relations with infor-
mants as a relation of “outsider” to “outsider.”

What fafi displaysmore aptly, which is perhapsmissed
in Geertz’s analysis of the cockfight, is an understanding
that subjects, anthropologist and informants, are both
within the same structural position of “outsider.” To be
outside of the potential interpretation of the fafi game
is the only real way to approach the game—and, I argue,

Figure 3: The chart gifted to me by Phila.
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the only contemporary way of knowing in the liminal
space of redeveloping Johannesburg. This is not to say
that there is no distinction between the different roles
gamblers play in the game or one’s degree of literacy in
the different interpretive schemes used to divine the
numbers. What I am arguing is that, on the level of epis-
temology, there is no “insider” knowledge. There are only
techniques that draw one closer to knowing. To run
a bag, then, is not necessarily a sign that you are “in”;
rather, it draws you into a structural position that opens
up new possibilities for divining numbers—but there is
no knowing for sure. One might argue that the fafi man
is the exception—the actual insider—but the structure
of a pure lottery demands that both gambler and the fafi
man, to a certain degree, take on the risk of not knowing.

My positionality in Jeppestown, and playing fafi, was
always that of an outsider. I could never fit in—for the
exact reasons Mbali articulated when she said I was too
white and too foreign to win playing in Gogo’s bag. My
access was always mediated through my collaborations
with black South African women, particularly Mbali
and my research collaborator Angel Khumalo. They
would vouch for me until I was accepted, to a degree,
by others living and working in Jeppestown. Seventeen
is the number for white woman in the fafi number
scheme; fellow gamblers were fond of pointing this
out and joking how my presence would either cause
or foreclose the possibility of the fafi man picking 17
for the winning number. My presence could be inter-
preted through the game, but this was by no means
unique to me. Positioned as outsiders, all gamblers, all
experiences, all parts of the city, were open to the inter-
pretive logic of the game. Fafi is, then, a game in which
complicity is necessary at the multiple levels in which
one chooses to have a stake, and this is necessary for
the anthropologist and the players themselves—a mu-
tual complicity and triangulating of a shared knowledge
through shared data points rather than a simple two-
sided rapport.

Developers in Jeppestown, both private and public,
are also implicated in this complicity and should be con-
sidered “outsiders” who are collaboratively creating the
world they inhabit through their, and other “outsiders’,”
interpretations.8 The horizon of possibility and knowl-

edge is coconstituted by diverse actors in the urban
context, and in Johannesburg these diverse “outsiders”
are operating under the demands of uncertainty (Kihato
2011; Cooper and Pratten 2015).

Images and seeing: what it means to dream

One afternoon, Mama kaseBuko invited Mbali and me
to sit on the concrete slabs that were used as a bench
by the fafi players and others who dwelled on the edge
of the park. The group of women already assembledwere
laughing, discussing dreams, and completing their bet-
ting sheets. Mama kaseBuko announced to the women:
“They [meaning Mbali and I] always play good num-
bers but never good money”—a joke about how Mbali
and I alwaysmade such small bets. “Tell us your dreams,”
she went on, “we play around you.”

I told her what I had dreamed the night before—
because at this point, I was tracking my own dreams:

I was in a futuristic, technical lab, but the lab was some-
what run-down—almost apocalyptic but not quite. An-
gel, my research partner, was showing it to me, but it
was not quite Angel’s face that guided me through the
laboratory. There was a machine there that could tell
you everything that was wrong with your eyes. Appre-
hensively, I put my face up to the machine. It was dis-
tressed in the same way the entire lab seemed to be dis-
tressed, as if it had survived some disaster.

As my face pressed into the machine, my right eye
was seized, and I was all of a sudden watching my eye
being corrected, being made like a machine. My eye be-
came the central image of the dream, and the machine,
with many small arms that maneuvered tools, made my
eye metallic and mechanical. In the dream I seemed to

8. Norton Long (1958) argued that the community of a city
could be conceptualized through an “ecology of games.”
Each “player”within each institution of the city (e.g., bank-
ers, politicians, contractors, media) used other players to

reach their particular ends. The “games” structured these
interactions and produced a functional ecology that per-
petuated the city community. This functionalist model is
simplistic and lacks real attention to power dynamics
and uncertainty, but the structure of the game, as an orga-
nizing principal for the sociality of the city, is echoed by
Kihato’s argument that: “State power has therefore to be
understood as relational, and coexisting with alternative
centres of power and authority. This conception of power
shifts how we understand governance, particularly pre-
sumptions that government can codify and regulate its ter-
ritory in ways that result in predictable outcomes. Political
space should be understood as configured by the interac-
tion of competing relationships operating with different
objectives and codes” (2011: 360).
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know that something like this would happen. When it
was complete my eye did not look different, but I could
feel that it had changed. I was told that I could see things
more clearly now.

After I recounted my dream, Mama kaseBuko smiled.
“Eyes, wewill bet on eye numbers,” but she did not begin
to list these numbers (1, 9, 18, 21, 23, 26). Rather, she
asked the women who she organized bags with what
they thought. Were those good numbers? Were any of
them already being played? My dream became an addi-
tional data point in approximating the winning number.

As mentioned, dream interpretation was once rele-
gated to the sphere of sangomas, traditional Zulu healers
and herbalists (du Toit 1971), but dreaming and its in-
terpretation, along with the tracking of numbers and
charts discussed earlier, is now cultivated at the fafi
bank. Despite the lack of consultations with sangomas,
the practices of dream interpretation used by fafi players
are related to the practices of sangomas and the training
of initiates. Lebogang Esme Mokgethi writes that “it is
through dreams that one first receives the knowledge
of having an ancestral gift and through dreams that
one must undergo ukuthwasa [education]” (2018: 24).
Dreams are not only the “curriculum” of training, they
are also the initial sign that one must seek out a ugobela
(a teacher) in order to become a sangoma. Dreams guide
the training of a sangoma during their education: they
are taught, through dialoguewith their teacher, “amethod
ofmaking explicit the implicit understandings that emerge
from dreams, the divination process or the interactions
between the sangoma and the client” (Thornton 2009:
30). Dreaming, once trained properly as a sangoma, is
a diagnostic tool that can be used to divine which herbs
or treatments are necessary to tend to unknown ail-
ments (Janzen 1991). The discussion of dreams at fafi
banks resembles the dialogue of trainee and teacher that
takes place during preparation to become a sangoma.
Less attentive than a formal, educational analysis, the
conversations of dreams and patterns at the fafi bank
seek to dialogically make “explicit the implicit” in dream
images.

A few moments later the white truck of the fafi man
pulled around the corner, the exchange of fafi bags for
the winning number occurred, and the gesture was per-
formed—number 9, a light. But number 9 is also a num-
ber closely associated with the head and eyes (see fig. 1).
The next day I missed the fafi pull, but I ran into Mama
kaseBuko later in the afternoon. “The winning number
was one today. You are lucky with your eyes,” she told

me. My dream continued to influence the bets of others
for several more days.

What it means to dream, in fafi as well as in practices
of dreaming across Southern Africa, is not relegated to
childhood or political utopias as dreams often are in
the context of a Western genealogy of dreaming (Ben-
jamin 1978; Janzen 1991; Buck-Morss 1995; Thornton
2009; Mokgethi 2018). Within the context of fafi and
sangoma, dreams are diagnostic tools of the present,
even when they are dislodged from the realm of expert
dream interpreters. Buck-Morss writes of Benjamin’s
political investment in cataloging the ruins of the ar-
cades in Paris:

It was exactly the outmoded state of these wish-
symbols that attracted him to them. Having lost their
dream-power over the collective, they had acquired a
historical power to “awaken” it, which meant recog-
nizing “precisely this dream as a dream. It is in this
moment that the historian takes upon himself the
task of dream interpretation.” (Buck-Morss 1995: 6)

Fafi and the practices of dream interpretation in South
African practices of traditional healing shorten the tem-
poral distance of recognizing the “wish-symbols”or dream
images of sleeping and waking life. For fafi, observations
of the urban landscape can be translated immediately
without the temporal distance of the ruins studied by
Benjamin.9 Fafi is an interpretive tool, and one’s inter-
pretation has a stake, a value, that is immediately ren-
dered in the moment of the pull.

* * *

Just before 1 p.m., I ran out of the diner to play fafi.
Mbali yelled to play number 27 as I departed. When I
got to the fafi spot, everyone was still calculating their
bags. I greeted the three older women as I approached
and quickly added Mbali’s last-minute bet before I put
our fafi bag into the plastic sack with all the other betting
bags.

Mbali had to finish cooking lunch for the school next
door, but she joined me as soon as she had delivered the
food. At this point it was already 1:10 p.m. The fafiman
was late.Mbali and I watched the three women chatwith

9. Buck-Morss writes of contemporary cityscapes: “Dreams
are divorcing themselves from the space of the city. . . .
They [political and economic development] reproduce
the dream-image, but reject the dream” (1995: 26).
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one another, showing each other their notebooks, plac-
ing last-minute bets, cracking jokes. Mbali whispered to
me that she thought the women were rearranging the
bets they had taken from other people—allowing them
to play more numbers, increasing their odds of winning,
and then taking a larger profit to split amongst the three
of them. This suspicion is not unusual. The bag owners
take a percentage no matter what, even if they are hon-
est. They write a receipt for the bets they take from other
people, but those betters never see the final paper that
goes in the bag and directly to the fafi man.

After a few more minutes of waiting, I noticed that
the main runner had disappeared. The fafi man will
not arrive unless the runner is at the bank. I looked
down the street, towards the diner, and for the first time
registered the fact that there had been police officers in
front of the school since I had been there. I turned to
Mbali, who was also becoming inpatient. “Maybe he’s
not coming because the police are here. Maybe he’s
afraid of being stopped.” Mbali asked the three women
what they thought, but they were dismissive: “It’s a new
guy. He’s always late now,” they responded.

A few minutes later, Mbali asked what number 27
was. She had not remembered the image attached to it
when she yelled the number to me on my way out. “Po-
lice,” I answered. We laughed at what seemed to be her
prescient choice—recognition that the fafi scheme was
working for us. Moments later the new fafiman turned
the corner. Instead of the white truck with bulletproof
windows, this was a smaller truck, silver with a purple
stripe down the side, and no reinforced windows.

The second runner dropped the bags off, took the
sheet of paper with the winning number written on it,
and performed the gesture—the equivalent of swinging
a club. The police. We won and squealed loudly. Mama
kaseBuko asked how much we bet. “One rand,” we re-
sponded. She scoffed, disappointed with our low bet,
“I’m teaching you how to play and you’re not even doing
it right.”Her dissatisfaction was not so much that Mbali
and I were not winning more money, but that we had
not bet according to the “certainty” that our interpretive
skills, the ones she was instructing us in, enabled.

Although bets by individual players rarely exceed or
reach as high as R100, most bags carry several different
players’ bets. Some players, like Phila mentioned earlier,
will bet with multiple bags. Despite the small amounts
placed in each individual bet, the money going into fafi
games is not insignificant. Based on data collected in
2009, Louw writes that: “An estimated 100,000 (mostly)

black, elderly, working-class women play fahfee on a
daily basis, spending an average of R2 a day, or R520 a
year” (2019: 50).10

Players place a heavy emphasis on their ability to in-
terpret their own dreams and experiences as well as the
patterns of winning numbers that they diligently track
in notebooks or on scraps of paper. Players will record
winning numbers in their notebooks for up to four years
before they claim to understand the patterns of repeat-
ing winning numbers. In the wake of economic down-
turn, corruption, and the growing influence of the Eco-
nomic FreedomFighters and theDemocratic Alliance in
national and municipal politics, the promises of eco-
nomic liberation proposed by the ANC in the early days
of postapartheid South Africa seem far away.

This interpretive emphasis is echoed in the way de-
velopment companies examine the run-down buildings,
what are commonly referred to as “bad buildings,” of ur-
ban Johannesburg in search of properties and patterns
that they can convert into a profit—a part of the Joburg
2040 plan that aims to render Johannesburg as a world-
class city includes mapping out and redeveloping these
“bad” buildings and “bad” parts of the city (Walsh 2013;
Nevin 2014; Wilhelm-Solomon 2016). The speculative
practices reach back to Johannesburg’s boomtown his-
tory, during which the patterns of gold to be mined were
decoded through an array of techniques. In this way, fafi
becomes another example of the ways in which specula-
tive practices shape the city through interpretation.

Histories between classification

One afternoon, after losing the pull—12, dead woman—
Mbali and I sat watching the two fafi men go through
bags and distribute winnings. Mbali noted how the
men carefully folded each betting sheet. “They’ll take
each of these back to wherever the main bank is and

10. “Quantifying the true monetary extent of Fafi is chal-
lenging due to the lack of information for each province
of the country. Engagements with provincial gambling
boards have shed some light on the matter in terms of
geographical prevalence and the typical profile of the
punters. This information was further supplemented
with site visits to understand the dynamics of Fafi. Pre-
vious estimates put the monetary value of Fafi as much
as R25million permonth inGauteng (information could
not be verified) and asmuch as R210, 000 per day in Lim-
popo” (Impact of Illegal Lotteries Report I: 22)
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calculate how much each bag played,” she said. Players
claim that the fafi man keeps track of what numbers
players are betting on. It is believed he tracks dreams
or experiences in the world through the fafi numbers
and chooses a number that nobody is playing from his
large data sets. The goal in playing fafi, then, is to get
ahead of the fafi man’s calculations, to predict his next
move. But all this talk is speculation amongst the players.
None of the gamblers knows for sure how the number is
chosen, but players will regularly comment, laughing,
that “the fafi man makes his money off of our dreams.”
This is the tension that undergirds their interpretive log-
ics. The fafi man is tracking and interpreting their pat-
terns, their dreams as well. In order to get ahead of the
fafi man, one must get ahead of the future before it un-
folds, be a better interpreter of the dreams and patterns
that signal the coming future.

Ufrieda Ho, in her memoir Paper sons and daughters:
Growing up Chinese in South Africa, depicts her child-
hood as the daughter of a “fahfee man.” The fafi man
was not a prestigious position amongst theChinese South
African community during apartheid. Ufreida depicts
her father, seen as something like a mobster, moving be-
tween the worlds of her suburban Chinese community
and the inner city and townships where black South Af-
ricans congregated to witness the winning number he
delivered. She speaks in detail about the different pro-
cesses of num ju, the practices of thinking up the win-
ning fafi number, and cheow ju, recording the numbers
bet upon by each of the players at the different banks
(Ho 2011).

Occasionally my dad could not settle on the number he
wanted to play and then he would call on Lady Luck
with everything from throwing a few dice to folding
up pieces of paper with possible good numbers and then
selecting a random number from the small origami of
folded squares. But even when he did this, it was not
all random; it was as if chance and luck had to be part
of the perfect recipe to guide him to the right number
to play. Sometimes we were asked about our dreams
and my mother also told what she had dreamt about.
Those dreams were meant to spark something mean-
ingful for my father as he sat and tapped his feet, sucked
hard on a cigarette and worked through the record
books again; sometimes there was just no way to con-
nect a pattern of coincidence. (Ho 2011: 129)

Just like the gamblers who take careful note of the num-
bers, construct extravagant number schemes, and con-

sult their dreams, the fafi man also attends to a series
of calculations and rituals of chance and luck to make
his decision. He is betting directly against the fafi players
on the other side of this equation.

Ho is writing about a configuration of fafi under apart-
heid and argues that the structure of apartheid was nec-
essary to this dynamic: “[Fafi] needed two groups on the
edges of society, separate but bound together, to connect
momentarily in the collusion of circumventing the ways
of the economic mainstream” (2011: 133). This is echoed
by Louw when he writes: “[Fafi] was a tactic through
which the subordinate were able to contest and negotiate
the repressive strategies of the socio-political elite” (Louw
2019: 50).

Gamblers, more often than not, understand the fafi
man as a semi-mythical figure who makes appearances
in short stories and anecdotes. They are rarely expanded
on or considered as fully fleshed-out people with lives,
families, and dreams of their own. The fafi man, or, as
an ethnic caricature, the “China man,” is considered an-
other outsider in the unhinged landscape of the city, and
xenophobic sentiments are interwoven with gamblers’
reliance on the fafiman and the predictability of his ar-
rival every day (Katsaura 2015; Katsaura and Abe 2016).
Not black, or white, or coloured, and without a visible
historical connection to the antiapartheid movement
like Indian South Africans, Chinese South Africans oc-
cupy a peculiar space in the South African imaginary,
and this has only intensified with the new era of Chinese
investment in andmigration to SouthAfrica (Park 2010;
Harrison, Moyo, and Yang 2012; Louw 2019). However,
in the framework of the fafi game, the fafiman ismarked
as the ultimate insider by those who gamble, and the one
to beat or “get ahead” of. This is compounded by con-
temporary ambiguities and understandings about the
Chinese community in South Africa.11

In the archives of the Daily Rand Mail, a local news-
paper, there is a 1909 article that warns the white com-
munity against the contaminating effects of “fah fee.”
Cited by Leslie J. Bank in his book Home spaces, street
styles: Contesting power and identity in a South African
city (2011: 39), the 1931 fieldnotes of MonicaWilson re-
port that the gambling game and its networks were well

11. “In the Chinese community in Johannesburg, there are
economically strong and politically connected individu-
als who operate in the realm of strategy” (Harrison,Moyo,
and Yang 2012: 925).
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established in the black township of East London when
she was doing her research.12 There is a parallel story
to the one being discussed from the Chinese perspective,
from the perspective of the fafi man. The history of the
Chinese community in Johannesburg begins near the be-
ginning of the twentieth century13 when Chinese men
were imported to labor in the gold mines; by 1910,
64,000 Chinese men were working in the mines. This
was followed by mass repatriation and then new waves
of migration in the 1930s.14 Mingwei Huang, a scholar
working on the Chinese communities in Johannesburg,
theorizes what she calls “afterlives of gold” to think about
the relation between the history of the Chinese in Johan-
nesburg and the new networks of Chinese migrants and
commodities coming to South Africa, and the broader
African continent—new migrants as both economic mi-
grants and “neocolonialists” (Park 2010; Harrison,Moyo,
and Yang 2012; Louw 2019).

Chinese migrants to South Africa occupied a unique
position, and their very presence in the country under-
scored the contradictions in the logic of white suprem-
acy (Park 2008). The first Chinese to come to South Af-
rica in the mid-1800s were convicts and company slaves
of the Dutch East India Company. The number of Chi-
nese to come during this period was small and did not
constitute a large community in South Africa. It was
not until the early 1900s, when Chinese men were im-
ported to South Africa to work as indentured laborers
in the gold mines, that the Chinese community became
a visible part of South Africa. This new presence caused
a shift in the emergingmanagement of race and national
identity: “The presence of tens of thousands of these

Chinese mineworkers, especially as they roamed about
the streets of early Johannesburg on their off-days . . .

wreaked fear in the hearts of white South Africans”
(Park 2008: 13). There was deep anxiety about import-
ing a population of laborers: “During their [Chinese la-
borers’] time in South Africa these men struggled
against punitive working and living conditions designed
to grind them into a compliant labor force” (Kynoch
2003: 309). After 1910, there was an aggressive cam-
paign to deport all Chinese mineworkers back to China,
but the “state’s views of Asians were neither consistent
nor entirely based on racial ideologies” (Park 2008:
24). It is significant to note that these early indentured
laborers, who are largely not the ancestors of the con-
temporary Chinese community in South Africa, were
specifically excluded from skilled occupation.15 The
mineworkers who likely brought fafi to South Africa
were not the forefathers of the Chinese South African
community (like Ho and her father), but images of the
“Chinaman” and the racialization of Chinese as menac-
ing and strange remain.

This history shows how popular imagining of the fafi
man—as a mythical character with the capacity to get
ahead of those in power—is embedded in contemporary
understandings and misunderstandings of historical
events. The Chinese in South Africa went from being
classified below black South Africans to being recognized
as honorary whites in 1983 and then reclassified to qual-
ify for “benefits of affirmative action policies” within a
relatively brief time period in South African history (Park
2010; Louw 2019).16 These unclear racial classifications
are compounded by a history of simultaneous proximity
to and distance from blackness in South Africa. This
fraught relationship is exemplified by living alongside
but otherwise avoiding black communities: for example,
running fafi games that depend on the participation of
black South Africans. Even if new Chinese migrants who

12. Wilson writes of three “Chinese fah fee rings” in the
township.

13. Louw points out that this wave of Chinese immigration
begins in 1879 and continues in “dribs and drabs” (2019:
56) until the Second World War. In 1652 a call to bring
Chinese slaves to the Cape Colony was authorized but
never followed through: “Only small numbers of Chi-
nese slaves, convicts and indentured labourers were im-
ported to the Cape Colony in the two centuries that fol-
lowed” (2019: 53).

14. Kynoch writes: “Between 1904 and 1907 some 63,695
Chinese men were imported into South Africa to work
as indentured laborers on the gold mines. By 1910, with
the exception of a handful of deserters who were unac-
counted for, and those who had died, all had been repa-
triated to China” (2003: 309).

15. Park writes: “Upon repatriation of Chinese laborers the
mine owners were able to lower the wages of the black
laborers to prewar [pre-Anglo-BoerWar] levels” (2008: 13).

16. The Group Areas Act was amended in 1983 to include
individuals classified as Chinese to be reclassified as hon-
orary whites, which is perceived by some to contradict
the later ruling that Chinese South Africans should re-
ceive benefits of affirmative action. Park writes: “Some
of this ambiguity has manifested itself in the confusion
in popular perception of how the Chinese were classified
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operate fafi arrived after 1994, they are still implicated in
this history and these racialized dynamics persist.

Interpretation and getting ahead of the future

In a conversation with an older man, Sifiso, who drove
a taxi, I asked if he ever played fafi. He paused for a sec-
ond, and then scoffed a little, and said, “No, no, I have
no interest in fafi or omchina.” But then, his face and
manner warmed, and he said: “But my mother-in-law,
she played, and she won all the time. All the time!” This
is not uncommon. Fafi, like muthi and practices of tra-
ditional healing, is considered low class, of an older gen-
eration, or based in traditional beliefs. People who think
of themselves as middle class are not always eager to dis-
cuss their participation or connections. This sentiment
is not dissimilar to Adam Ashforth’s observation that
“Many people living in Soweto struggle against believing
in witchcraft while knowing full well that they live in
a world with witches” (Ashforth 2005: 111).17 Sifiso went
on to tell me that his mother-in-law would come to visit
him and his wife where they lived in theWest Rand, and
when she did, she asked to be connected to the fafi
games around the area. Before long, he told me, she
was winning so much that the “fafi man” asked to see
her personally, but everyone (all the fafi runners and
other players) advised her not to go. “If he sees you,
you won’t be able to catch him again,” they told her. I
asked why. Did players believe there was some kind of
power the fafi man had (a claim I had heard before)?
Sifiso shied away quickly from this possibility. Hemain-
tained that he just did not know. I asked how she was so

good, and whether she interpreted her dreams, but he
said he was not sure. He did tell me that she kept careful
track of the winning numbers from a number of differ-
ent games and derived her bets from the patterns. She
appeared to divine the future based on an intimate rela-
tion to the numbers, their symbolism, and the way they
appear in different fafi banks across the city.

Sifiso talked about his mother-in-law with high praise.
“Always she would catch the fafi man [snapping his fin-
gers with two hands multiple times to put emphasis on
the frequency and intensity with which she would catch
him].” He went on to tell me that she passed a year
ago. “I would have introduced you to her and she would
teach you how to win. You would play with her, because
that is the only way to learn, and you would win.” The
others would see what numbers she was playing and play
them too. “I really respected her, my mother-in-law, be-
cause she would win.” There was something spectacular
to him about the way his mother-in-law could win, catch
the fafi man, each day.

Adesire toknowthefuture,getaheadofwhat is tocome,
is not uncommon throughout Johannesburg—and most
urban settings across the globe. As Wilhelm-Solomon,
Zulu, and Worby note: “On almost every block of inner-
city Johannesburg, there is aposteradvertisinga ‘Prophet’”
(2016: 239). While like fafi, in that “prophecy promises a
new order for people in a disordered world . . . [and a]
close intertwining of the spiritual and economic in the
city,” fafi does not promise a distant future (2016: 269).
As Benjamin argued, “games of chance possess the great
charm of freeing people from having to wait” (1999:
119). JaneGuyer, in discussing the notion of the “near fu-
ture,”argues that therehasbeena fundamental shift in the
way the contemporary world conceives of time and tem-
porality. Compared to an early moment, she argues that
reasoning about the future is no longer based on notions
of the near future, but rather “a combination of responses
to immediate situations and orientation to a very long-
term horizon” (2007: 409). Guyer describes our prior re-
lation to time and temporality as beingmediated by clear
beginnings,middles, andends.Without these clearmark-
ers, she argues that we are caught in the “foreignness [of ]
the current present,”which she describes as “the evacua-
tion of the temporal frameof the near future” (2007: 409).
Fafi opens up the possibility of accessing this evacuated
frame.

In fafi, the charm of winning, not just once but repeat-
edly, the capacity to see the signs, to catch and get ahead
of the fafiman, creates a powerful affect in gamblers. It is

during apartheid and whether or not they had suffered
discrimination, partially attributable to a question of
mistaken identity—confusing the Chinese with the Jap-
anese who were viewed as ‘honorary whites’ in South Af-
rica since the beginning of apartheid. Judge Cynthia Pre-
torius determined, after reviewing the evidence and
hearing arguments from Advocate George Bizos, that
Chinese South Africans should, indeed, receive benefits
of affirmative action policies as they had, without doubt,
been categorised and treated as non-white during the
apartheid years” (2010: 466). This decision was sensa-
tionalized in the media and it was rarely made clear that
the ruling only applied to Chinese and Taiwanese mi-
grants who had become citizens before 1995.

17. Muthi, or the plural imithi, is the isiZulu word for magic,
traditional medicine, or witchcraft.
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a way of seeing and anticipating what is invisible to
others. It is a balm against the uncertainty and liminality
that characterizes the other spaces in Jeppestown: the fac-
tories, the men’s clothing shops, the occupied buildings,
and the workers’ hostel. Fafi, as a hermeneutic, opens
up a way of thinking about the management of risk and
relations between Jeppestown residents, workers, and
the private and government developers who, in their dif-
ferent ways, sought to read the signs and patterns of
shifting Jeppestown and to anticipate its near future.

As a game, Fafi, on the one hand, is an example of a
successful gambling enterprise that exploits the poorest
and most vulnerable populations in South Africa. I could
argue that it points to the failure of the current govern-
ment, both national and local, to protect and support cit-
izens who turn to gambling in order to scrape together
a livelihood not otherwise open to them. On the other
hand, by looking closely at players’ commitments, inter-
pretive schemes, and emotional responses to “getting
ahead” and “catching the fafi man,” fafi illuminates a
set of practices for and affects towards the future. Fafi
shows a deep desire to understand the near future and
to assuage the insecurity of the present.18 The gambling
game is not necessarily a desire for the future—the accu-
mulated winnings are never life changing, and even for
the fafiman the game contains risks—but it is a practice
that opens up a space where understanding and inter-
preting the near future is possible again.
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